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The Southeast Asia Women’s Caucus on ASEAN
The Southeast Asia Women’s Caucus on ASEAN (Women’s Caucus) is a network of more
than 100 organisations and networks from 11 countries, including Timor Leste that engages
the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) on women’s human rights. Established
in 2008, the Women’s Caucus identified common issues and concerns among women and
girls in Southeast Asia, in particular: violence against women, VAW in the context of
migration, discriminatory laws and practices, political participation and economic
participation.
The Women's Caucus members aim to engage constructively with ASEAN representatives at
national and regional level to advance women's rights in all ASEAN pillars. By bringing
women from the diverse Southeast Asia region together it aims to strengthen the capacity
and strength of women’s movements with sharp feminist analyses on regionalism. It
particularly aims to foster the activism of younger women and women new to the
movement.
The Women’s Caucus strongly upholds and is committed to ensuring that the Member
States of ASEAN adhere to the following principles:
• human rights for all, particularly for the more vulnerable, marginalised, disadvantaged
women and girl children;
• are accountable to women and the peoples’ of Southeast Asia; and
• ensure meaningful and substantive participation and inclusive representation of women in
ASEAN. The Women’s Caucus is committed to taking concerted regional action around
identified 5 key priority issues for women in Southeast Asia. They are:
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Introduction
Informed business communities start to take advantage of ASEAN regional economic
integration platform, particularly the tariff-free trade, strengthened regional integration and
expanding trade, promotion for startups by using dynamic channels such as the web or
social media to accelerate their progress, as well as giving support to youth and women
entrepreneurs1. This is in line with the ambition of the new ASEAN Secretary General, Le
Luong Minh from Vietnam, who is keen to increase regional trade from 2013 to 2017 by
increasing investments, capital, labour, goods and services2. He stated in an interview at the
beginning of his new post that his leadership commits to gear ASEAN towards an ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC) by 2015 that envisages the following key characteristics: (a) a
single market and production base; (b) a highly competitive economic region; (c) a region of
equitable economic development; and (d) a region fully integrated into the global economy.

The needs of corporate accountability in ASEAN context
Decision makers and economic players in ASEAN countries look at the free regional trade as
opportunities to increase economic growth and profit. Existing impacts of State and nonState corporate operations in ASEAN countries as well as its potential impacts and risks have
not been monitored and evaluated to reduce the vulnerability and marginalisation of small
scale businesses, the ASEAN people and their living environment. Left out in the plan is the
accountability dimension of business and corporate operations, as well as the discussion
whether ASEAN has a structural mechanism in place to work as a regional trading regime –
since working economic blocs come equipped with mechanisms of dispute resolution and
judicial review and safeguard policies, which would be critical structures to ensure
compliance and accountability of businesses and states to their domestic originating
instruments (Constitutions) as well as their international obligations including those about
human rights and people’s rights to development .
The ASEAN peoples have a long history of human rights violations and suffering under
corporate exploitations. This started with invasion of European trading companies centuries
ago, to the adoption of economic growth model after countries’ independence from the
colonial powers and the push for an adoption of neo-liberal economy in the country’s
development agenda and plans. This paradigm of economic growth and neo-liberal
economy has allowed large scale investments by international and multinational
corporations in ASEAN countries that are largely characterised by their lack of respect for
human rights as well as their severe negative impacts on natural resources, such as the
practice of land grabbing that deprives people of their livelihoods. There has been little to
no consultation processes at local and national levels where the voices of the most affected
and marginalised can be heard and counted in designing, implementing and monitoring the
development projects. Furthermore, national security approaches adopted by the ASEAN
governments in safeguarding the interests of corporate operations adds to the havoc of
violence suffered by millions of women and men alike. These ASEAN People have lost their

1

The Brunei Times, Making ASEAN work for Business, March 7, 2013 at http://www.bt.com.bn/businessnational/2013/03/07/making-asean-work-businesses
2
Antaranews.com, ASEAN`s new Secretary General keen to increase regional trade, January 9, 2013 at:
http://www.antaranews.com/en/news/86729/aseans-new-secretary-general-keen-to-increase-regional-trade
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shelters, livelihoods and environment and are now more vulnerable to labour and sexual
exploitations.
The issue of corporate accountability has become a key interest of human rights defenders
since the ASEAN governments announced the establishment of the ASEAN Community by
2015 with three pillars of ASEAN. Without rigorous commitments and rules for
accountability of the State and corporate operations the vision of people living in peace and
harmony in ASEAN will only remain a vision.
ASEAN women need corporate accountability
Women’s Caucus has been monitoring the negotiations of ASEAN member countries in
developing the ASEAN Community. Strong emphasis is given to the discourse of human
rights, with a particular emphasis on the enjoyment of women’s human rights in the context
of ASEAN Political-Security and Economic Communities. In order to continue its work to
closely monitor the building of ASEAN Community as a whole, this policy paper is created.
This policy paper is a contribution to build capacity and knowledge of the Women’s Caucus
on the concept and evolution of corporate social
responsibility(CSR)
and
corporate
social
accountability (CSA); to better understand CSA; to
Feminist frameworks are
formulate a Women’s Caucus position on CSA for its
used in assessing the CSR continuing engagement in monitoring the ASEAN
and in conceptualising the countries’ activities towards 2015; and to engage
CSA, to examine the with decision makers and economic players in ASEAN
countries to gain support on CSA to influence the
power relations that ASEAN economic policies.

constitute women’s role
in the society and impacts
to women’s human rights.

Women’s Caucus hosted a workshop on Gender and
Accountability at the Asian-Europe Peoples’ Forum
(AEPF), in Vientiane on October 17, 2012. Papers
contributed to the workshop and other preliminary
materials and discussion papers of the Women’s Caucus are the basis of the desk study for
this policy paper. In assessing the existing concepts of CSR, some policies of CSR were
examined closely. Moreover, the ISO 26000: Guidance of Social Responsibilities that is used
by ASEAN as a reference to develop a CSR model was also studied.
Feminist frameworks are used in assessing the CSR and in conceptualising the CSA, to
examine the power relations that constitute women’s role in the society and impacts to
women’s human rights. In the assessment of the CSR, looking at power relations between
states; states and corporations; states and people; states and women; people (community)
and women, is a key to identifying impacts or potential impacts to women’s human rights
and gender justice in relation to whether the CSR concepts contribute to the improvements
of women’s situation; or on the contrary, maintain, strengthen or multiply existing gender
injustices (discrimination, violence, marginalisation, stereotype and double burden) by
exploiting women as an object of CSR policies. The feminist frameworks are used not only to
explore visible harms such as loss of lands and livelihoods, health problems, violence against
women; but also invisible harms of oppressions and exploitations of women’s body and
mind that are a manifestation of a deeply rooted patriarchy.
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The feminist CSA rests upon existing frameworks adopted by members of the Women’s
Caucus and other international women’s rights’ conventions and agreements. It is a
contribution to the development of peoples –women and men- in ASEAN countries that is
people centered, and just to women and men in a just relationship between states, and
states and the peoples.
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Chapter 1 – Knowing the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) can be understood from its three words as a
responsibility of corporations to societies where they are domiciled and operate. However,
there is no universally accepted definition of CSR. In response to increasing critiques and
campaigns against practices and impacts of corporations operating globally, these
corporations responded by developing a concept of social responsibility. CSR is developed
and adopted according to respective corporations, industry associations, countries or
regional formations based on their own historical backgrounds and economic interests.
Chapter 1 provides a feminist analysis on existing CSR concepts, approaches and frameworks
used by corporate world, governments and international agencies/institutions. The section
on CSR in the international context describes the evolution of CSR as a general concept to
improve the image of corporations that faced heavy criticism from anti-corporate campaigns
because of how their corporate practices impact people and environment. In addition,
descriptions of some CSR policies adopted by ASEAN partners are given as examples, while a
discussion of ISO 26000 standards that used in the ASEAN region is provided as a reference.
Moreover, some examples are provided about types of CSR activities to give a clearer image
of how CSR activities are planned and implemented. The last part of this Chapter 1 is a brief
description about CSR in ASEAN context in regard to provisions in the ASEAN Socio-Cultural
Community (ASCC) Blueprint and activities to promote CSR in ASEAN.

1. CSR in the international context:
CSR is now widely promoted by corporations and governments as one of the strategies to
encounter global economic crisis, to contribute to poverty eradication and sustainable
development, even as a way to achieve social justice (as perceived by the ASEAN
governments).
CSR is not a new concept but developed even since the 18th century in the era of trade
invasions to Asia by East India Company3. The phrase ‘corporate social responsibility’ was
defined in various ways throughout the 60s to 1980s, but generally understood as a concept
of responsibilities of corporations to societies beyond their legal obligations. Impacts of
globalisation and practices of corporations triggered international campaigns and boycotts
against multinational corporations, particularly to Nestle’, Shell and other mining
corporations and palm-oil industries. International bodies such as the Organisation of
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and the United Nations Centre on
Transnational Corporations (UNCTC) began developing codes of conduct in an attempt to
control different aspects of corporate globalisation by imposing a set of rules and guidelines,
i.e. OECD 'Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises’ and UNCTC code of conduct. The latter
one was merged into the UN Conference on Trade and Development by the pressure from
corporations.
CSR is a corporate response to power control efforts by anti-corporate activism that
tarnished the public image of corporations. The Earth Summit in Rio 1990 accepted the
‘voluntary corporate environmentalism’ through aggressive lobbying by corporations. It
represents a success of corporations in resurrecting their public image and occupying the
3

Source and further reading re the evolution on CSR at: Corporate Watch, the Evolution of CSR, at:
http://www.corporatewatch.org/?lid=2682
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issue space around the social and environmental impacts of business. During 1990s CSR was
established as an industry supported by consultant firms and university research centers. It
evolved beyond simple codes of conduct and reporting to include more extensive dialogue
with stakeholders, NGO engagement and trade unions, and win their involvement and
support.
While maintaining the core principles of voluntary and self-regulation, CSR is defined
variously according to respective corporations, business entities, countries, regional
formations and international agencies. However, mostly they refer to particular
international standards, norms and guidance to develop their CSR, including among others:
ISO 26000: Guidance on Social Responsibility, UN Global Compact, the Global Reporting
Initiatives, and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Guidelines
for Multinational Enterprises.
ASEAN is committed to promoting CSR and advises member states to use references to
international standards and guides such as the ISO 26000. Since CSR is perceived by ASEAN
as a tool to achieve social justice in encountering impacts of corporate operations in ASEAN
countries, we need to look closer at some CSR policies particularly of the ASEAN partners in
free trade agreements, i.e. European Union, Canada and Japan as examples, and to examine
the reliance on ISO 26000 as the only reference clearly mentioned by ASEAN in its ASCC
Blueprint. From this examination, it would then be possible to assess whether CSR is an
appropriate tool for achieving social justice, as the ASEAN governments would like to see it.

1.1.1 European Union CSR
The European Commission’s (EC) renewed policy on
CSR (October 2011)4is defined as “the responsibility of
enterprises for their impacts on society”. To fully meet
their social responsibility, enterprises “should have in
place a process to integrate social, environmental,
ethical human rights and consumer concerns into their
business operations and core strategy in close
collaboration with their stakeholders”5. This phrase
replaced the old languages in defining CSR as “a
concept whereby companies integrate social and
environmental concerns in their business operations
and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a
voluntary basis”6.

CSR is a corporate
response to power control
efforts by anti-corporate
activism that tarnished
the public image of
corporations.

The economic crisis and its social consequences have to some extent damaged consumer
confidence and levels of trust in business because of the public attention on the social and
ethical performance of European corporations. By renewing CSR policy and making efforts to
promote it, the EC argued that it would create conditions favorable to the good image of
corporations. Therefore, the revised definition added issues of ethical human rights and
consumer concerns to be incorporated not only into business operations but also into core
4

Sources and for further reading on European CSR: European Commission, Communication from the Commission
to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee Of
the Regions , A Renewed EU Strategy 2011-14 for Corporate Social Responsibility, Brussels, 25 October 2011, at:
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0681:FIN:EN:PDF
5
ibid, point 3.1, p.6
6
ibid, point 1, p.3
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strategy, and removed the language of “… on a voluntary basis…” However, basically the
new definition stayed close to the old one in the sense that corporations commit on a
voluntary basis. It confirms that the development of CSR is led by the corporations. The EC
also argues that corporations must be given the flexibility to innovate and to develop an
approach to CSR that is appropriate to their circumstances; and calls governments of the
host countries, where the corporations operate, to support with voluntary policy measures,
complementary regulation (for example to promote transparency), create market incentives
for responsible business conduct, and ensure corporate accountability. Hence, in the EU
context, CSR is not only voluntary but also should be equipped with incentives.
New in the EU renewed policy is the encouragement to corporations to
carry out risk-based due diligence, including through their supply chains,
to identify, prevent and mitigate their possible adverse impacts, large
enterprises, and enterprises at particular risk of having such impacts.
CSR in the EC model covers issues of human rights, labour and
employment practices (such as training, diversity, gender equality and
employee health and well-being), environmental issues (such as
biodiversity, climate change, resource efficiency, life-cycle assessment
and pollution prevention), and combating bribery and corruption. The
guideline also covers community involvement and development, the integration of disabled
persons, and consumer interests, including privacy, the promotion of social and
environmental responsibility through the supply-chain, and the disclosure of non-financial
information7.
Gender equality8 is mentioned by the renewed policy as one of the challenges in the
workplace aside of issues on diversity management, education and training, and employee
health and wellbeing in the Agenda for Actions 2011-20149. The renewed EU CSR model
doesn’t have specific provisions, programs or actions addressing the fulfillment of women’s
economic, social and cultural rights nor the problems of affected women triggered by
operations of the European corporations. Gender equality as defined in the EU SCR model is
a limited strategy for solving problems in the workplace, within the management scope of
the corporations, but not intended to address problems arising from corporate actions
affecting women in the communities and societies.
As experiences showed, voluntary due diligence, community involvement and information
disclosure would stay as an aspiration if there is no binding obligation to implement.
Moreover, commitments for improved CSR practices through a renewed policy are mainly
addressed to improve the economy of countries within the European Union rather than
improve the situation of communities affected by the operations of European corporations.
CSR in the European Union context is more a tool to improve images of their corporations
and help them to get out of the economic crisis.

1.1.2 Canadian CSR:
The Canadian government defines CSR as“… voluntary activities undertaken by a company to
operate in an economic, social and environmentally sustainable manner. Canadian
7
8

ibid, point 3.2., p.6
ibid, point 4.1., p8

9

CSR Agenda for Action 2010-2011 is to support ‘Europe 2020’, a 10-year strategy proposed by the European
Commission on 3 March 2010 for advancement of the economy of the European Union. It aims at "smart,
sustainable, inclusive growth" with greater coordination of national and European policy.
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companies recognise the value of incorporating CSR practices into their operations abroad.
Operating responsibly also plays an important role in promoting Canadian values
internationally and contributes to the sustainable development of communities”10.
Canadian companies need a good corporate image to
turn public attention away from the impact of their
operations on the environment and communities on
sites. Canada is one of the top global players in mining
sector that make a major contribution to Canadian’s
economic development and welfare. In 2008, over 75
Harmony foundation http://harmonyfdn.ca/
percent of the world’s exploration and mining companies
were headquartered in Canada. These 1,293 companies
had an interest in some 7,809 properties in Canada and in over 100 countries around the
world. At about Canadian $79.3 billion in 2007, mining and energy investment is the thirdlargest component of Canadian direct investment abroad (stocks).11
In March 2009, the government of Canada launched the ‘Building the Canadian Advantage:
A Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Strategy for the Canadian International Extractive
Sector’12. The strategy comprises of four pillars i.e. (1) Support for host country capacitybuilding initiatives related to resource governance and for host countries to benefit from
these resources to reduce poverty; (2) promote widely-recognised voluntary international
CSR performance guidelines including the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises,
the International Finance Corporation Performance Standards on Social and Environmental
Sustainability, the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights, and the Global
Reporting Initiative; (3) The Office of the Extractive Sector CSR Counsellor; (4) The
development of the Centre for Excellence in CSR.
This CSR Strategy is actually self-serving, only intended to create a good public image of
problematic Canadian corporations in extractive industries in many parts of the world,
although some languages mention protection of human rights, sustainable benefits for
communities and poverty reduction through contribution from extractive sector, and
socially and environmentally sound extractive investment and operations.
The Canadian government assistance to the developing countries is addressed to modernise
government regimes (including tax administration, legal reforms, transparency) and enhance
their capacities in environmental management including expertise in mining sector. This
assistance revolves around improvements in extractive industries sector, but not about
improvements of communities’ and indigenous people’s rights on land and land tenures that
are often in conflict with the operations of extractive industries.
Canada rejected the United Nations hDeclaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 13 September 2007.
Only after strong pressures from indigenous peoples in Canada, on 12 November 2010, did
Canada officially endorsed UNDRIP. During the review process of safeguard policies of the
Asian Development Bank (ADB), Canada, as one of the Bank’s shareholders, resisted the
inclusion of FPIC (free, prior and informed consent), a key provision of UNDRIP, as
10

Source and further reading: Foreign Trade and International Affairs Canada, Corporate Social Accountability at:
http://www.international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/ds/csr.aspx
11
ibid
12
More about this Strategy at: http://www.international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/ds/csrstrategy-rse-stategie.aspx?lang=eng
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recommended by CSOs, into the languages of the safeguard policies. The new ADB
safeguard policy statement (2009) thanks to Canada, New Zealand and USA, does not
contain FPIC as requirements for program and project proposals to the borrowers.
Furthermore, this CSR Strategy is more focused on improving the image of Canadian’s
international competitive extractive sector and operations, does not address gender equality
nor women’s rights. Impacts of land conflicts and environmental destruction and
degradation to women are not considered.

1.1.3 Japanese CSR
“Corporate social responsibility (CSR) which represents an effort to bolster
competitiveness and to achieve sustainable growth by clearly defining the social
responsibilities of the corporation, widely informing society of these self-imposed
responsibilities, and finally acting to fulfill these responsibilities13”.
That statement expresses Japan CSR as contained in the 15th Corporate White Paper
(2003), calling on Japanese corporations to revitalise the stagnant Japanese economy by
bolstering their profitability and competitiveness through market mechanisms, and to
commit themselves with unwavering determination to fulfilling their various
responsibilities to all stakeholders. The essence of Japan CSR, according to this White
Paper, is (a) to achieve synergetic development of corporations and society by supporting
sustainable social development as well as sustained corporate value-creation; be
considered as (b) an "investment" at the core of business activities; is (c) a voluntary and
autonomous initiative, which goes beyond compliance (the observance of legal and
ethical standards).
Moreover, Kaidaren (Japan Business Federation) developed a Charter of Corporate
Behavior (2010) with 10 principles aiming for gaining public trust and rapport14. Japan’s
Policy on CSR (2010) as presented by the Japan Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
(METI) in 201015 said that Japan CSR is led by private sector and METI. Strategies,
programs and activities of the private sector are guided by the Charter of Corporate
Behavior; meanwhile, activities by the government consists of (1) developing guidelines
by the respective ministries and producing reports; (2) Round-Table Conferences on
Social Responsibility with the stakeholders (business, consumer groups, labour unions
and NPOs/NGOs) that serve as a framework for collaborative efforts; (3) action plan of
engagement by each stakeholder; (4) encourage improvement of corporate
brands/human resources in the same way as corporate competitiveness; (5) promotion
of BOP16 businesses, including assisting overseas development of Japanese companies,

13

In Keizai Doyukai (Japan Association of Corporate Executives): Corporate White Paper on Market Evolution
and CSR Management: Toward Building Integrity and Stakeholder Values Social Values, 2003, at:
http://www.doyukai.or.jp/en/policyproposals/2002/030326.html. This White Paper and the one by Keidaren
(Japan Business Federation), Position Paper on Promoting Corporate Social Responsibility (2004), set the
foundation of modern CSR in Japan context.
14
More about the Charter at: http://www.keidanren.or.jp/english/policy/csr/charter2010.html
15
Japan Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan Policy on CSR, 17 April 2010, a power point presentation,
at: http://www.meti.go.jp/english/policy/economy/corporate_accounting/pdf/121114_11.pdf
16
Business Owner Policy (BOP) is insurance policies that combine protection from all major property and liability
risks in one package. BOP usually target small and medium-sized businesses and typically contain business
interruption insurance, which provides reimbursement for up to a year of lost revenue resulting from an insured
property loss. Source: http://www.investopedia.com/terms/business-owners-policy.asp
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and problem solving in developing countries; (6) promotion of social business17; (7) social
business for disaster recovery; (8) promotion of diversity.

Women are the center of Japan CSR strategies in utilising
human resources in promoting diversity of corporation’s
product and process innovations and image and motivation
improvements.
Examples of activities in promoting
diversity18:
• Product innovation: Ogaki Kyoritsu Bank set up a
product development team of women to develop
loans for women, including loans for esthetic http://www.japantimes.co.jp/
treatment and beauty, as well as housing loans for women;
• Image improvement: Lawson Inc claimed an improved image as a “company that
actively recruits women”;
• Motivation improvement: Tenhiko Co. Ltd. saw an improvement of motivation of
its female employees by allowing them to demonstrate their abilities on the job
Those examples put in the presentation of METI on Japan CSR policy showed successful
marketing strategies by using women as objects to improve corporations’ images and
performance.
Japanese CSR is also directed at the needs to improve the competitiveness of Japan’s
corporations and provides support to them through various means, including linking CSR
with business opportunities. It is grounded in a belief that market mechanisms can alleviate
poverty and contribute to solving development and environmental problems in. Education
on fair trade and promoting social business, for example, are measures taken within the CSR
programs. In this sense, CSR is not really intended to address the economic, social and
environmental problems triggered by Japan’s corporations in the developing countries.

1.1.4 ISO19 26000 ‘Guidance on Social Responsibility’ (2010)20
This Guidance helps to clarify social responsibility21, and helps businesses and organisations
translate principles into effective actions and shares best practices relating to social
responsibility, globally. It is aimed at all types of organisations regardless of their activity,
size or location.
However, ISO 26000 is not:
• a management system standard;
17

Social business is an activity (or an organization) aimed at solving social issues, such as rural development, the
aging population, the falling birthrate, environmental conservation and poverty, through business, while securing
commercial viability ( Japan Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, at:
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/data/20100127_01.html ).
18
op.cit. Japan Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, 2010
19
International Organization for Standardization (ISO), established in 1946, based in Geneva, Switzerland with
156 member countries (110 from developing countries) and more of 10,000 of its standards are in use.
20
ISO, Discovering ISO 26000, a brochure that provides a basic understanding of the voluntary International
Standard, ISO 26000:2010, Guidance on social responsibility,
at:http://www.iso.org/iso/discovering_iso_26000.pdf
21
This guidance is not called ‘corporate’ social responsibility, but only social responsibility because it is meant to
include government and non-government institutions.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

intended or appropriate for certification purposes or regulatory or contractual use;
intended to be interpreted as an “international standard”, “guideline” or
“recommendation”;
intended to provide a basis for any presumption or finding that a measure is
consistent with WTO obligations;
intended to provide a basis for legal actions, complaints, defence or other claims in
any international, domestic or other proceeding;
intended to be cited as evidence of the evolution of customary international law;
intended to prevent the development of national standards that are more specific,
more demanding, or of a different type.

Hence, it is clear that ISO 26000 is not a set of requirements but rather a set of guidance for
an organisation take into consideration societal, environmental, legal, cultural, political and
organisational diversity, as well as differences in economic conditions, while being
consistent with international norms of behavior.
Seven principles of social responsibility, according to ISO 26000, are:
1. Accountability: answerable to those affected by its decisions and activities, as well
as to society in general, for the overall impact on society and its decisions and
activities;
2. Transparency: disclose, in a clear, accurate manner and to a reasonable and
sufficient degree, the policies, decisions, and activities for which it is responsible,
including known and likely impacts;
3. Ethical behavior: an organisation’s behavior should be based on the ethics of
honesty, equity, and integrity;
4. Respect for Stakeholder Interests: in addition to owners, members, and customers
or constituents, other individuals or groups may also have rights, claims, or specific
interests that should be taken into account;
5. Respect for the Rule of Law: comply with all applicable laws and regulations. It
informs those within the organisation of their obligation to observe and to
implement measures;
6. Respect for International Norms of Behavior: respects international norms of
behavior while adhering to the principle of respect for the rule of law; and not stay
silent in response to or benefit from wrongful acts;
7. Respect for Human Rights respects and fosters rights set out in the International Bill
of Human Rights. This includes situations where human rights are not protected.

2. Corporations’ undertakings under ‘socially responsible’ activities22:
The three examples given here of CSR policies and programs show an emphasis on
addressing crisis encountered by corporations as the main objectives through a creation of
good image of corporations as socially and environmentally responsible. Below are some
public relations efforts of the corporations:
•

Corporate philanthropy – Donating to charities is a simple and reputation-enhancing
way for a company to put a numerical value on its CSR 'commitment'. McDonald's
network of Ronald McDonald Houses to 'improve the health and well being of

22
Corporate Watch, an independent, not-for-profit journalism, research and publishing group that undertakes
research on the social and environmental impact of large corporations, particularly multinationals, at Defining
the Concept …, at: http://www.corporatewatch.org/?lid=2678
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children', and BP's sponsorship of the National Portrait Award are two high profile
examples. Because it is easy and very PR friendly, corporate giving is more easily
dismissed as a PR exercise than other forms of CSR. In an effort to respond to this
criticism companies are shifting to making larger donations to a smaller number of
charity 'partners' and combining giving with other activities.
•

Cause-related marketing– Tesco's highly successful 'computers for schools' promotion
is a partnership between a company and a charity, where the charity's logo is used in
a marketing campaign or brand promotion. Companies choose charities, which will
attract target consumers. The charity gains money and profile, and the company
benefits by associating itself with a good cause as well as increasing product sales.

•

Sponsoring awards – The Reebok Human Rights Awards, Nestlé’s Social Commitment
Prize and the Alcan Prize for Sustainability are high profile examples of corporate
sponsored award schemes. Through award schemes, companies position themselves
as experts on an issue and leaders of CSR simply by making a large donation.

•

Codes of conduct – Corporate codes of conduct are explicit statements of a
company's 'values' and standards of corporate behavior. Codes vary in content and
quality from company to company, and cover some or all of the following issues: the
treatment of workers, consumer reliability, supply chain management, community
impact, environmental impact, human rights commitments, health and safety,
transparency and dealings with suppliers, and other issues. Some codes are monitored
by external verifiers. In many cases these are large accounting firms such as Ernst &
Young or PricewaterhouseCoopers. This has led to the criticism that monitors will
place the aims of the company, and not the environment or society, at the forefront
when carrying out their assessment.

•

Social and environmental reporting– Linked to codes of conduct, reporting on social
and environmental performance, as pioneered by Shell, is a mainstay of a company's
CSR efforts. 77 of the world's 100 largest companies now produce CSR reports.
Reports purport to improve corporate accountability to stakeholders, but their value
is increasingly being questioned for a number of reasons: there are no common
benchmarks with which to compare the performance of different companies; the
content is down to the discretion of the company, leading to allegations of that these
reports are more propaganda than truth; there are problems with verification; and
the expectation that a wide variety of stakeholders would make use of the reports is
proving incorrect. The readership of reports is largely restricted to the socially
responsible investment community.

•

Stakeholder engagement –Stakeholders are the individuals or groups affected by the
activities of the company, for example: the company's employees, shareholders,
customers, communities living in the vicinity of the company sites, and staff in the
supply chain. In some stakeholder dialogues, an empty chair is left, representing
stakeholders that cannot speak for themselves (e.g. the environment or future
generations). However, decisions on which groups of people count as stakeholders
and the mechanisms through which they are engaged, are entirely at the discretion of
the company.

•

Community investment– Many companies develop community projects in the vicinity
of their sites, to offset negative impacts or 'give back' to the community and local
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workforce. Community investment covers a whole range of initiatives including:
running health programs, sponsoring schools, playgrounds or community centers,
employee volunteering schemes, or signing a memorandum of understanding with
communities affected by a company's impacts. However, this creates concerns around
companies taking on public functions, and public spaces becoming private.
•

Eco-efficiency – Eco-efficiency was the phrase coined by the Business Council for
Sustainable Development in advance of the Rio Earth Summit to describe the need for
companies to improve their ecological as well as economic performance. Minimising
the company's environmental impact, particularly around highly visible aspects of its
operations or in areas where it makes financial savings, is a particularly popular tactic
amongst companies whose products are inherently destructive to the environment.
One example is an oil company installing solar panels on the roofs of its petrol stations
and reducing the carbon emissions of its operations whilst remaining committed to a
continual increase in oil and gas production.

•

Investing in socially focused companies - A current trend sees large multinationals
buying up smaller companies that have been set up with ethics as a primary guiding
motivation, for example Unilever's purchase of Ben and Jerry's or BP's buyouts of solar
companies. In these cases the multinational is able to buy up the smaller company's
reputation once the risks have been taken.

3. CSR in ASEAN Context:
Brief overview about ASEAN Community and its Three Pillars
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations, or ASEAN, was established on 8 August 1967 in
Bangkok, Thailand, with the signing of the ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok Declaration) by
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Brunei Darussalam then joined on
7 January 1984, Vietnam on 28 July 1995, Lao PDR and Myanmar on 23 July 1997, and
Cambodia on 30 April 1999. The seven point aims and purposes of ASEAN are emphasise
economic growth through trade, agriculture, industries, transport and communication23.
ASEAN leaders adopted ‘the ASEAN Vision 2020’ and signed in 2007 the Cebu Declaration on
the Acceleration of the Establishment of an ASEAN Community by 2015. The ASEAN
Community is comprised of three pillars, namely: (1) the ASEAN Political-Security
Community; (2) ASEAN Economic Community; and (3) ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community.
Each pillar has its own Blueprint, and, together with the Initiative for ASEAN Integration (IAI)
Strategic Framework and IAI Work Plan Phase II (2009-2015), they form the Roadmap for
and ASEAN Community 2009-2015.
ASEAN Political - Security Community (APSC)24 aims for peace and peaceful process in the settlement of
intra-regional differences and regard their security as fundamentally linked to one another
and bound by geographic location, common vision and objectives. It has the following
components: political development; shaping and sharing of norms; conflict prevention;
conflict resolution; post-conflict peace building; and implementing mechanisms. The APSC
Blueprint envisages ASEAN to be a rules-based Community of shared values and norms; a
cohesive, peaceful, stable and resilient region with shared responsibility for comprehensive
23
24

at: http://www.asean.org/asean/about-asean/overview
at: http://www.asean.org/communities/asean-political-security-community
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security; as well as a dynamic and outward-looking region in an increasingly integrated and
interdependent world. The APSC Blueprint is guided by the ASEAN Charter and the
principles and purposes contained therein.
A regional economic integration aims to establish the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC)25that envisages a
community with key characteristics: (a) a single market and production base, (b) a highly
competitive economic region, (c) a region of equitable economic development, and (d) a
region fully integrated into the global economy. AEC will transform ASEAN into a region with
free movement of goods, services, investment, skilled labour, and freer flow of capital.
ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) Blueprint serves as a coherent master plan guiding the
establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community 2015.
ASEAN Socio – Cultural Community (ASCC)26aims to contribute to realising an ASEAN Community
that is people-oriented and socially responsible, and seeks to forge a common identity and
build a caring and sharing society which is inclusive and where the wellbeing, livelihood, and
welfare of the peoples are enhanced. ASCC is focused on nurturing the human, cultural and
natural resources for sustained development in a harmonious and people-oriented ASEAN.
ASCC Blueprint envisages implementing concrete and productive actions that are peoplecentered and socially responsible.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in the ASEAN Context

CSR is considered by
ASEAN governments as a
measure to prevent
impacts of globalisation
and regionalisation.

Corporate Social Accountability is considered by ASCC
Blueprint as a way to achieve social justice and
rights27. The strategic objective of the promotion of
CSR is to ensure that Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) is incorporated in the corporate agenda and to
contribute towards sustainable socio-economic
development in ASEAN Member States.

ASEAN Secretary General, Mr. OngKeng Yong, in an
opening speech at the ASEAN Foundation seminar in
January 2007 stated “… ASEAN provides tremendous
potential and opportunities for business to operate in the region… Business and civil groups
must work together to prevent the undesirable social impact brought about by rapid
globalisation and regionalisation. A strong devotion to a philosophy of good corporate
governance and social responsibility is essential.”28
The Plan of Actions to promote the CSR as in the Blueprint is:
1. Develop a model public policy on Corporate Social Responsibility or a legal
instrument for reference of ASEAN Member States by 2010. Reference may be made
to the relevant international standards and guides such as ISO 26000 titled
“Guidance on Social Responsibility”;
2. Engage the private sector to support the activities of sectoral bodies and the ASEAN
25
26

at: http://www.asean.org/communities/asean-economic-community
at: http://www.asean.org/communities/asean-socio-cultural-community

27

Provisions in regard to CSR are under the section C. Social Justice and Rights (p.11-14) in the Blueprint of
ASEAN Social-Cultural Community. This section deals with three themes: C.1. Promotion and protection of the
rights and welfare of women, children, the elderly, and persons with disabilities; C.2.Protection and promotion
of the rights of migrant workers; C.3.Promoting Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Further reading of the
Blueprint at: http://www.asean.org/archive/5187-19.pdf
28
http://www.asean.org/resources/2012-02-10-08-47-56/speeches-statements-of-the-former-secretariesgeneral-of-asean/item/opening-remarks-by-he-ong-keng-yong
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Foundation, in the field of corporate social responsibility;
3. Encourage adoption and implementation of international standards on social
responsibility; and
4. Increase awareness of Corporate Social Responsibility in ASEAN towards sustainable
relations between commercial activities and communities where they are located, in
particular supporting community based development.
ASEAN governments established on December 15, 1997 the ASEAN Foundation as one of
the instruments to address issues of unequal economic development, poverty and socioeconomic disparities that are described mainly in the Blueprint of ASCC. In regard to CSR,
the ASEAN Foundation has catalysed the formation of a regional network for CSR ("ASEAN
CSR Network") on January 11, 2011 to address the lack of regional cooperation and
information on Corporate Social Responsibility and in line with the actions called for in the
Blueprint for ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (2008-2015).
Some activities of the ASEAN CSR Network,are29:
• A CSR Conference on April 2013 in Seoul, South Korea, on ‘'CSR Assessment Model
Based on ISO 26000' and a sub-theme of 'Overseas CSR Strategies for Global
Companies'. This conference looked at opportunities of Korean companies to practice
CSR in ASEAN;
• In re-affirming Canada commitment to ASEAN in promoting CSR, the High Commission of
Canada to Singapore, Singapore Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Singapore Compact for CSR,
Canadian Chamber of Commerce Singapore, and the ASEAN CSR Network, organised a
workshop on CSR on 12 March 2013 in Singapore;
• A regional consultation and workshop on business and human rights was held in
Singapore from 11 to 12 December 2012 on the topic of 'business and human rights'.
The 2-day workshop was organized by the Working Group for an ASEAN Human Rights
Mechanism in partnership UN Women, with support from the Canadian International
Development Agency and Friedrich Naumann Foundation.
• ASEAN Business Award 2012 was given to 26 companies for "Most admired ASEAN
enterprises" in a range of areas such as growth, employment, innovation and corporate
social responsibility (CSR). They were among others: PT Bank Negara Indonesia (Persero)
Tbk (Indonesia), Top Glove Corporation Berhad (Malaysia), and CapitaLand Limited
(Singapore) in the 'Large Company' category; and Saigon Paper Joint stock Company
(Vietnam), Siloso Beach Resort (Singapore), and Adrenalin Events and Education Pte Ltd
(Singapore) for the SME category.
Those activities reflected the interests of involved business and government agencies to
create images as social and environmental sound entities.

4. CSR – more for marketing purposes rather than for social justice
CSR is a strategy of governments and corporations to improve images of corporations and to
provide them with various means and incentives. Those are needed to restore the damaged
public image of corporations resulting from campaigns and boycotts, and help corporations
out of the global economic crisis. CSR is not primarily focused on addressing the economic,
social and environmental problems caused by corporations in the developing countries.

29

Further reading at: http://www.asean-csr-network.org/c/news-a-resources/csr-news-from-around-asean
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Although CSR include languages of human rights, poverty reduction, sustainable
development, community involvement and other similar progressive words, however, those
words remain an aspiration rather than a set of binding requirements and obligations to be
implemented by the corporations.
The status of women is not exclusively considered in CSR policies and programs. CSR models
do not have specific provisions, programs or actions addressing the fulfillment of women’s
economic, social and cultural rights or the problems of affected women triggered by
operations of the corporations. If women or gender are mentioned, then it is related to the
internal management system of the corporations rather than to the impacts of the
corporations’ operations. CSR activities targeting women, such as in the example of Japan
CSR, is more to utilise women as marketing strategies.
CSR is not developed and designed to hold corporations accountable but to help
corporations to encounter their reputational problems.
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Chapter 2– A feminist ASEAN CSA
There are growing efforts among the CSOs to develop alternative concepts of Corporate
Social Accountability (CSA) as a reflection of their dissatisfaction with the existing CSR
model. Campaigns and other initiatives are conducted to call for corporate accountability
and for more legally binding regulation rather than voluntary regulation.
ASEAN Community stands on three pillars (political, economic and socio-cultural).
Unfortunately, those three pillars are treated mostly as separate compartments, and not as
a whole. CSR is considered only as a response to social issues in the Socio-Economic Pillar;
meanwhile, there is no tool developed to achieve political and economic justice.
Accountability is not in the agenda of ASEAN Community, the three pillars and in the
respective Blueprints.
Considering the existing nature of CSR and ISO 26000 that are voluntary, focused on image
building and helping corporations, ASEAN governments have to rethink about measures to
achieve social justice. There are rigorous efforts by ASEAN in pursuing liberalisation of trade,
services and investment as in the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint; which raise the
need of ASEAN citizens for protection from impacts and risks of the ASEAN governments’
programs and policies, from massive invasions of goods and services, and from operations of
the corporations. Moreover, people in ASEAN need economic activities that create and
improve their welfare; maintain their livelihood, natural resources and environment; and
respect and fulfill their human and women’s rights. Binding commitments and regulations
on accountability of ASEAN governments, business entities and corporations are key to
materialise those needs.

2.1. Frameworks and concepts as the basis of the
feminist ASEAN CSA
2.1.1 Accountability:

Accountability: a process of
holding actors responsible for
their actions; a means to
exercise the rights to
development founded on the
principles of due diligence, nondiscrimination, participation,
transparency, accountability
and redress.

Accountability is also a term without any universal
agreement of its definition. “Accountability is one of those
terms about which there a wide spread sense on what it
means, but difficulty in coming to any agreement on its
definition…”30. Hence, accountability is also defined on
interest base. However, there are some indicators trying
to form what is accountability: a process of holding actors
responsible for their actions31; a means to exercise the
rights to development founded on the principles of due
diligence, non-discrimination, participation, transparency,
accountability and redress32. Another attempt is to
develop a condition of accountability: it is composed of
two aspects, which are answerability and enforceability. The answerability is about an
obligation to justify decision and actions; and enforceability is about the ability to ensure
30

Raynard, 2000 as quoted in Hetty Kovach, Caroline Neligan and Simon Burall in Power Without Accountability?,
the Global Accountability Report 2003, One World Trust, Chapter 2, p. 3
31
Dana Clark, Jonathan Fox, Kay Treakle, Demanding Accountability, Civil Society Claims and the World Bank
Inspection Panel, 2003, p. xii
32
Feeney (1998) at 147, as quoted by Tom Griffiths in A Failure of AccountabilityIndigenous Peoples, Human
Rights and Development Agency Standards:a reference tool and comparative review, A Forest Peoples
Programme Briefing Paper, April 2003, p. 16
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that an agreed action is taken, and effective mechanisms for redress if the action does not
comply. Enforceability requires that others are able to apply sanctions—political, legal, or
financial sanctions—for poor performance and failure to meet agreed commitments33.
By these indicators, accountability reflects a power relation between the actors of the
actions and the one who enforces sanctions. In the context of ASEAN, accountability is also
about power relations between the states and corporations, the states and their own
peoples, and corporations and the peoples in the place where the corporations operate. This
is clearly a huge challenge by mostly oppressed peoples in ASEAN to hold corporations
accountable without any protective measures from the states.

2.1.2 Guiding principles on Business and Human Rights
In the context of accountability, the ASEAN governments should also refer to "Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations 'Protect,
Respect and Remedy' Framework34", a global standard for preventing and addressing the
risk of adverse impacts on human rights due to business activities.
The Framework rests on three pillars (1) the State duty to protect against human rights
abuses by third parties, including business enterprises, through appropriate policies,
regulation, and adjudication; (2) the corporate responsibility to respect human rights, which
means that business enterprises should act with due diligence to avoid infringing on the
rights of others and to address adverse impacts with which they are involved; and (3) the
need for greater access by victims to effective remedy, both judicial and non-judicial. Each
pillar is an essential component in an inter-related and dynamic system of preventative and
remedial measures: the State duty to protect because it lies at the very core of the
international human rights regime; the corporate responsibility to respect because it is the
basic expectation society has of business in relation to human rights; and access to remedy
because even the most concerted efforts cannot prevent all abuses.
This framework is considered weak because the responsibility of corporations is not an
obligation, it is voluntary based and contains weak gender language throughout. However,
those three principles of responsibility and accountability of any actor in the ASEAN region
are basic principles that should be adopted by the ASEAN governments.

2.1.3 Alternative Development Framework:
‘Beyond Growth: 4 Demands for Just and
Sustainable Development’
APWLD is campaigning for a new alternative
development model dubbed as ‘Beyond Growth: 4
Demands for Just and Sustainable Development’35.
The current development model has particularly failed
33

Third International Roundtable, Managing for Development Results, Mutual Accountability:
The Key Driver for Better Results, Hanoi, Vietnam – February 5 - 8, 2007, p. 3
34
On 16 June 2011, the UN Human Rights Council endorsed the ‘ Report of the Special Representative of the
SecretaryGeneral on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises,
John Ruggie, Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations “Protect,
Respect and Remedy” Framework, Advance Edited Version, distributed 21 March 2011 at: http://www.businesshumanrights.org/media/documents/ruggie/ruggie-guiding-principles-21-mar-2011.pdf
35
for further reading: Beyond Growth: 4 Demands for Just and Sustainable Development’, at:
http://www.apwld.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Newsletter-APWLD.pdf
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rural, indigenous and migrant women, hence a call for a new model that aims to reduce the
inequalities of wealth, power and resources between and within countries, between rich
and poor, and between men and women; and a development that focuses on fostering
sustainable communities, sustainable lives and sustainable environments for all.
The core of this framework is the assurance of governments in four areas in any
development model developed:
Access to and Control over Land and Resources: women have access to and control over
productive resources, land, finance, sustainable energies, information, education, health
care and markets.
•

Decent Work and Living Wage: workers, families and communities can live in dignity
must incorporate a target that realistically values labour and sets targets to improve
living and working conditions; benefit marginalised women by elevating the rights
enjoyment of domestic workers.

•

Peace and Security: meet their obligation to exercise due diligence to eliminate all
forms of violence against women and provide reparations for women survivors

•

Women’s Voice: women, especially rural, indigenous and migrant women, are not
only present in formal processes, but also contribute their perspectives and
recommendations in decision-making at all levels of development issues! This must
be done through a bottom up, decentralised process owned by people.

2.1.4 Due diligence and Violence Against Women (VAW36)
Due Diligence is a framework for States’ Actions to eradicate VAW by implementing all
possible, reasonable measures in four key areas of prevention, protection, punishment and
reparation.
• Prevention:
Prevention measures need to start with a belief that violence against women is not
natural or inevitable and is instead caused by structural inequalities. So an effective
prevention strategy needs to address systems that de-value women and undermine
substantive equality. Law making is an important aspect of prevention as it should
act as a deterrent and send a message about the states attitude to VAW as well as
act as a punishment. Moreover, prevention should be focused on transforming
discriminatory attitudes that position women as property and objects of male
desire.
•

Protection:
Protection from VAW places wide-ranging obligations on states. Protection should
be regarded as not only protection from state violence (which is imperative) but also
the enforcement of protective laws and the provision of services to survivors of
violence to ensure the bodily integrity and security of women;
Protection must be extended to all, regardless of sexuality and gender orientation,
marital status, citizenship and ethnicity, among others. Specific services must be

36

Women’s Caucus on ASEAN, APWLD, IWRAW, Due Diligence And Violence Against Women: Enhancing
Accountability to ASEAN Women and Girls, a submission tothe ASEAN Commission for the Promotion and
Protection of the Rights of Women and Children (ACWC), June 2012.
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administered with great sensitivity especially when dealing with marginalised
women including marriage migrants and indigenous women, who most likely have
other needs. Employers should also be required to support women suffering from
violence and provide safe workplaces;
•

Punishment:
Acts of violence against women must be investigated, prosecuted and punished.
Laws must be amended to better facilitate the administration of justice to victims
and survivors of VAW. The failure to punish can result from poor laws, poor
administration, expensive legal systems, inaccessible legal systems, corruption as
well as women’s fear of reporting. Meanwhile good laws should be enhanced by
expanding their coverage and including support services. For example, these laws
can be amended so that they will extend protection to undocumented migrant
workers. New laws may also have to be created to capture the specific contexts
where VAW can occur.

•

Reparation:
A state must own up to any failure to prevent, protect and punish acts of violence
against women by both itself and non-state actors. States must provide reparations
for those who have been wronged. Women survivors of VAW may seek reparations
to make themselves more secure (i.e. by changing housing or locks, provision of
security), to compensate for loss of earnings and property, to cover costs of healing
– both medical and psychological.

2.2. Feminist ASEAN Accountability:
Core principles:
• ASEAN States have the duty to protect against human and women’s rights abuses by
corporations;
• Corporations operate in ASEAN have responsibility to respect human rights, act with
due diligence to avoid infringing on the rights of others and to address adverse
impacts with which they are involved;
• ASEAN States must meet their obligation to exercise due diligence to eliminate all
forms of violence against women;
• Assurance that corporate activities do not trigger violence against ASEAN women
and girls;
• Women have access to and control over productive resources, land, finance,
sustainable energies, information, education, health care and markets;
• Workers, domestic workers, families and communities are able to live in dignity with
realistic labour values, improved living and working conditions, and also in
enjoyment of their rights;
• Women, especially rural, indigenous and migrant women, are not only present in
formal processes, but also contribute their perspectives and recommendations in
decision-making at all levels of development issues, which is must be done through a
bottom up, decentralised process owned by people.
• Effective governance based on incorporating the principles and practices of
accountability, transparency, ethical behavior, respect for stakeholder interests and
respect for the rule of law into decision making and implementation.
• Greater access by affected people –women and men- victims to effective remedy,
both judicial and non-judicial.
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Core functions:
• to hold actors (governments, corporations and other entities) responsible for their
actions that cause direct, indirect, accumulative, induced and long term impacts
with material and non-material harm;
• to provide greater access by affected people –women and men- victims to effective
remedy, both judicial and non-judicial;
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Chapter 3: CSR doesn’t address impacts of corporate operations
Chapter 3 provides a snapshot on the experiences of women with corporate operations in
ASEAN countries; and the impact of the application of the current CSR approach in the
context of women in ASEAN.
3.1. A case of CSR activities of Chevron Corporation:
Chevron Corporation is an American energy multinational corporation, operates in more
than 180 companies, engages in oil, gas and geothermal sector, including exploration,
production, refining, marketing and transport, chemical manufacturing and sales, and power
generation. It is America’s third largest corporation, and by revenue is one of the largest
corporations in the world. Chevron operates in ASEAN countries, and covers a wide range of
business and economic sectors37, starting from service stations that offer fuel and
automotive products to exploitation of oil and gas, pipeline construction, and geothermal
power plants.
CSR activities of Chevron Corporation in ASEAN countries, among
ong others in
Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam, per its 2012
report38 comprises of activities for its internal operations such as risk
management, proces
process safety, and workforce safety. CSR activities of Chevron
Corporations in
n selected ASEAN countries are on education and vocational training; health
services; small business and micro enterprises development; disaster relief and
rehabilitation39:
• In Cambodia: focused in the areas of economic development,
velopment, health, education and
other charities;
• In Indonesia: focused on sport and education, health care, business development
program with trainings for various small scale activities, donation for equipment and
other materials; and a conservation program;
program
• In the Philippines: focused on programs on basic human needs, education and
training, business development,
evelopment, and the environment;
• In Thailand: for education, economic development, health and the environment;
• In Vietnam: for education, health and economic development.
.
CSR activities of Chevron are not addressed to impacts and harms from its operations – an
Indonesian case:
In October 2010 PT. Chevron Geothermal Indonesia (CGI) was forced to close down
temporarily its activities of geothermal drillings in Bandung area in West Java and settled the

37

Further information is at: http://www.chevron.com/countries/cambodia/
http://www.chevron.com/countries/cambodia/;
http://www.chevron.com/countries/indonesia/businessportfolio/ ;
http://www.chevron.com/countries/malaysia/ ; http://www.chevron.com/countries/philippines/ ;
http://www.chevron.com/countries/thailand/ ; http://www.chevron.com/countries/vietnam/businessportfolio/ .
All information in those pages were updated in April 2013.
38
Description of CSR activities of Chevron Corporation is from Chevron, 2012 Corporate Accountability Report, at:
http://www.chevron.com/documents/pdf/corporateresponsibility/Chevron_CR_Report_2012.pdf
http://www.chevron.com/documents/pdf/corporateresponsibility/Chevron_CR_Report_2012.pdf?
39
Description of CSR activities of Chevron Corporation is from
http://www.chevron.com/countries/cambodia/inthecommunity/
http://www.chevron.com/countries/cambodia/inthecommunity/;
http://www.chevron.com/countries/indonesia/inthecommunity/ ;
http://www.chevron.com/countries/philippines/inthecommunity/
http://www.chevron.com/countries/philippines/inthecommunity/;
http://www.chevron.com/countries/thailand/inth
http://www.chevron.com/countries/thailand/inthecommunity/ ;
http://www.chevron.com/countries/vietnam/inthecommunity/
http://www.chevron.com/countries/vietnam/inthecommunity/.. All information in those pages were updated in
April 2013.
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problems with the surrounding villagers. CGI was accused of forest destruction and
therefore other Indonesian environmental laws40.
For years Walhi (Indonesian Environmental Forum) led by its West Java Chapter and villagers
protested the geothermal exploitation in West Java. Geothermal power that is considered
by government as environmental friendly alternative energy has impacted in uncontrolled
environmental destruction like degradation of air quality; degradation of physical and
chemical condition of the soil; degradation of soil stability; degradation of resources and
quality of river water, underground water, spring water; changes in land and forest use
change and degradation of richness of flora and fauna. Furthermore, welfare of 12 million of
people in West Java, particularly in areas of geothermal operations, has not increased. For
example, the promise to get electric supply is still an unfulfilled promise. Furthermore, there
have been instances of conflict and social problems being triggered. Moreover, surrounding
communities were not consulted about the project, its Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) and the mitigation plans. The project indicated a lack of openness and transparency41.
Moreover, concerns were also raised about the geothermal operations that destroyed the
national parks in West Java.
The complaint against Chevron in Indonesia occured also in other sites of Chevron
operations. Walhi in Riau Chapter demanded Chevron Pacific Indonesia (CPI) to stop
polluting the environment in Riau, including the massive gas flaring42. CPI was also in the
dispute with communities in regards to the oil pipelines. Walhi Riau noted the explosion of
Chevron’s pipe in October 2010, two girls were affected by the raw oil spills contained with
poisonous materials, the affected community also feared the explosion that might come
from the oil spills. Furthermore, the raw oils produced from the exploitation and the leaks of
the pipes particularly in March 2011, polluted the river which is one of the important
livelihood source for the villagers. Moreover, Chevron ignored the warning given by the
Indonesian Ministry of Environment in 2010 due to sludge-oil waste management that was
not repaired for decades.
CSR Chevron activities do not address the problems of people affected by loss of forest, land
and livelihood, and people suffering from pollution of environment and vulnerable to
accident such as leakages, as rather should have.

3.2. Miss Big Indonesia and rhino used for green-washing – an example of CSR activities of
Asia Pulp and Paper
On 25 September, 2010, the Ministry of Forestry of Indonesia,
sponsored by APP (Asia Pulp and Paper), held the 4th Miss Big Indonesia
pageant. Contestants were judged by how effectively they embrace the
five Bs: big, beauty, brain, behavior and beliefs; and Miss Big Indonesia 2010 served as the
ambassador for the Save The Rhino program by the Directorate General of Forest Protection
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Including: the Indonesian Law on Protection and Management of Environment (nr. 32/2009), Law on
Geothermal activities (nr. 27/2003); Law on Conservation of Biodiversity Resources and Ecosystem (nr. 5/1990),
and Law on Forestry and Regulation on Use of Forest Areas (nr. 41/1999).
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Source:
http://www.neraca.co.id/harian/article/5661/MENDATANGI.DPRD.JAWA.BARAT..Walhi.Jabar.Kritisi.Kebijakan.Ek
sploitasi.Energi.Panas.Bumi
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Source: http://news.detik.com/read/2011/05/25/131940/1646698/10/walhi-desak-pt-chevron-hentikanpencemaran-lingkungan-di-riau
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and Nature Conservation in the Indonesian Ministry of Forestry43. Saving Javan rhinos in
Indonesia is a crucial mission for the ministry and for Asia Pulp & Paper because the rhino
population is declining.
One of the key PR strategies of APP through its CSR activities is to continually strive to
identify, save and protect high conservation value natural forests and endangered animals,
working together to build a Javan Rhino Sanctuary in Taman Nasional Ujung Kulon, a 76,000
hectare reserve in West Java, Indonesia. The other conservation initiatives that APP is
enthusiastically backing, included the 172,000-hectare biosphere reserve in Giam Siak in
Riau province; the 10,000-hectare Taman Raja Nature Preserve in Jambi province, and the
110,000-hectare Senepis Sumatran Tiger Sanctuary in Riau.
Asia Pulp & Paper, also known in the paper industry as APP, based in Singapore, is one of the
largest pulp and paper companies in the world. It was founded by Eka Tjipta Widjaja, who
had significant ties to the Suharto ruling family in Indonesia. APP claims to obtain 80–90% of
the fiber for papermaking from sustainable plantations. An NGO coalition reported44 that in
Sumatra, APP caused a forest to shrink to less than 30%; almost wiped out tigers, elephants
and orangutans and other biodiversity; and triggered conflicts among the communities.
Since the 1990s, various NGO's have documented APP’s poor environmental practices, many
organisations have documented that a significant portion of its raw materials come from
rainforests in addition to plantation wood. In July 2010, 40 European environmental
organisations signed a letter to the paper industry demanding to stop any eventual purchase
of paper from APP. The company has been at the center of many environmental
controversies and has been accused of being involved in illegal activities in Cambodia, China
and Indonesia, and has breached agreements with three major environmental organisations.
A 2005 investigation into the company showed APP's tactically aggressive business model
that aims for huge profits by quickly stripping forests bare exploiting age-old forests and
threatening to the livelihoods of indigenous peoples, and leaving before the environmental
consequences are felt. By the time communities and governments lodge complaints and
lawsuits, APP would have divested itself of local interests and assets.[12]
APP has made many efforts to improve its green image, for example, hiring international PR
firm, and ran advertisements in leading world’s newspaper. Also it developed MoU with
international NGOs such as WWW and Rainforest Alliances. The cooperation with those
NGOs failed because APP could not stop its demand for wood. As a reaction to the
Greenpeace campaign, major corporate customers like Lego, Unilever, Hasbro, Tchibo,
Adidas and many more ended their business with APP which affected its financial
performance.
Recently, APP was reported to have continued the massive deforestation of the rainforest in
Sumatra, Indonesia threatening critically endangered species, including wildlife (e.g.
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Source:
http://questionnaire.app.co.id/questionnaire/environment1.nsf/vBroadcastNewsByDate/C8691E828B9BD5C747
2577CF0033E5C9/$FILE/20101101_Stakeholder_Update_4-2010.pdf
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Eyes on the Forest, Riau, Indonesia, The Truth Behind APP’s Greenwash, 13 December 2011, at:
http://www.illegal-logging.info/item_single.php?it_id=1239&it=document
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Sumatra Tiger) and protected trees, and also threatening the land of the indigenous local
communities (Orang Rimba and Talang Mamak tribes)45.

45

Source: Hoffmann, JB, Abusing Public Relations: Asia Pulp and Paper between CSR and Deforestation, January
19, 2013, at: http://myprmaster.wordpress.com/2013/01/19/abusing-public-relations-asia-pulp-and-paperbetween-csr-and-deforestation/
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Chapter 4: Conclusion and Recommendation
It would be a huge challenge if the ASEAN governments will use the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) as a means to achieve social justice for ASEAN peoples that are affected
by massive economic activities. It is because CSR in the usual practice is not developed for
that purpose, but for the purpose of creating good image of the corporations. Accountability
is not the agenda of CSR due of its nature of voluntary commitment and self-regulation.
Examples of corporation activities show that those activities are not even to address the
urgent problems faced by communities who lost their lands, forest and livelihood, and those
who suffered from pollution and other human rights abuses.
Considering the existing nature of CSR and ISO 26000 that are voluntary, image building and
to help corporations, ASEAN governments have to rethink about measures to achieve social
justice. There are rigorous efforts by ASEAN in pursuing liberalisation of trade, services and
investment as in the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint. This raises the need of ASEAN
people for protection from impacts and risks of the ASEAN governments’ programs and
policies, from massive invasions of goods and services, and from operations of the
corporations. Moreover, people in ASEAN need economic activities that create and improve
their welfare; maintain their livelihood, natural resources and environment; and respect and
fulfill their human and women’s rights. This strongly calls for the binding commitments and
regulations on accountability of ASEAN governments, business entities and corporations,
which are the key to materialise those needs.
CSR has been considered only as response to social issues in the Socio-Economic Pillar;
meanwhile, there is no tool developed to achieve political and economic justice. It is
alarming that Accountability is not in the agenda of ASEAN Community, the three pillars and
in the respective Blueprints.
Some formations of international economic co-operations like OECD and European Union
have developed guidelines and principles for their corporations operating abroad and also in
their own region and countries. This shows an attempt to protect and respect human rights,
and encourage and oblige the corporate world in acknowledging the problems, human rights
abuses and violations triggered. ASEAN governments should also adopt and learn from this
in developing measures to protect their people from impacts of corporate operations in this
region. ASEAN governments need to develop an accountability mechanism to materialise
the goal of achieving social justice.
The Southeast Asia Women’s Caucus on ASEAN (Women’s Caucus) highly recommends the
ASEAN governments to adopt the feminist CSA concept based on human and women’s rights
and other international conventions and standards to protect women. ASEAN governments
must consider taking measures to introduce this model in ASEAN, and develop capacity of
people in ASEAN to use it.
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